
Nº Bedrooms: 6 Nº Bathrooms: 7 Nº People: 12 Parking M² plot: 1265 m² Exposure: South Nº Floors: 3 Wifi
Private pool Fireplace Jacuzzi Sauna Private SPA Private garden Sea view Garden View
Air conditioning BBQ Dishwasher TV Washing machine Store Room Gym/Fitness Cinema/tv room
Distance to sea: 1km Distance to centre: 5km

Golf Riding Sailing Surfing Tennis

Activities in resort

A stunning 6 bedroomed villa in Sierra Blanca, Marbella with a separate, fully fitted one-bedroom apartment which can also be used as staff quarters if needed.
This exclusive residence comes equipped with its own wine cellar, gym, sauna and steam room, bar, games room and home cinema. Set in the foothills of Marbella, Sierra Blanca, the property benefits from views
of La Concha and The Mediterranean.

Firstly, you will notice an awe-inspiring exterior, where floor to ceiling windows dazzle in the sun and the white and dusky brown building is perfectly striking against the mountains behind it. Manicured gardens and
a modern “sunken-in” pool with a jacuzzi give further wow factor.

On the ground floor is a large entrance hall and open plan kitchen, kitted out with high quality appliances and its own stunning white island. From here, you’ll look out onto a terrace where curved white chairs with
a quirky cut-out detail set the mood: Let’s call it ‘luxe chill out.’ Extending from the kitchen is the open plan dining area, there is also a beautiful reception room leading on to a large separate TV Room. In addition,
there are 2 large en- suite bedrooms and a guest toilet. The first floor comprises the master bedroom and two further bedroom suites. Now for the finale, there’s a roof top entertainment area, which has double
sunbeds, a dining area, bar, barbecue, and its own infinity pool.

Villa in Sierra Blanca
Spain, Marbella, Golden Mile, Sierra Blanca

Villa - REF: TGS-A1740
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